Dear Licencing Team,
In response to objections raised 1,2 and 5, there seem to be an assumption that our business will be
supplied by larger Heavy goods vehicle. This will not be the case. We will deliver supplies to our trailer
with a small van or normal size family vehicle.
Also our trailer itself is small. It is less long and wide than a family car with 1.99m as maximum width
and 4.45m in length. It fully fits within a standard parking space.
With respect to smell; our business generate some light smoke which is exactly comparable to the
chimney of a house. We do not burn coal but only dry wood which make it a less aggressive smell than
a coal stove. Therefore we truly believe it will make insignificant difference to the vicinity in terms of
smell. Please note there is no oil frying activity and no smells such like a fish and chips shop.
With respect to littering, we do not believe there will be a significant level of littering because our
business model is that people order their pizza by phone and come and pick them up. Pizzas are
delivered in cardboard box but customers drive back home with their pizza. We will not provide soft
drinks. We do not envisage customers will stay around to eat their pizzas. As far as the litter generated
by the business we will fully adhere to the Conditions applicable to a street trader licence (attached
here) and particularly conditions 11 and 12 which make the licence holder responsible for cleaning up
the site.
We hope that the above will be able to address some of the concerns and we are looking forward to
receive news with respect to our application.

Regarding objection 1 on Bervie Brow car park, we also wish to add the below and attached
clarifications.
Our shift of operation will be evening shift with core selling activities taking place between 4pm and 9pm
and we do not target the lunch hour and therefore this will likely not come at same time as the shop's
deliveries.
The occupancy of the car park is low to very low as can be seen on pictures taken over the past three
days at random times.
We would kindly request that the Bervie Brow site is being granted. Our business has sourced a brand
new trailer which design is modern, specific for pizza making, easy to move around and non invasive
(photograph may be seen in the attachment). It is critical for JBG Catering to be authorised to start
trading and be in a position to generate revenue.
We are committed to do so responsibly and respecting the Cove community.
Please do not hesitate to be in touch if we can bring any further clarification in support of our application.

